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Pollinator Committee Seeks Student Volunteers

The P-IE Pollinator Committee is looking for student volunteers to assist with developing an ESA online library to aggregate insect pollinator information. The objective is to facilitate the effective dissemination of information through a centralized online library. Student volunteers will be provided free ESA membership, supported by the P-IE Section, for one year. Please contact Dr. Judy Wu-Smart <jwu-smart@unl.edu>, the Pollinator Committee Chair, if you are interested in volunteering.
Registration for both Science Policy Study Tours is still open:
Pollinators: <https://www.entsoc.org/pie/2018-pollinator-field-tour>

Thank you to everyone who has volunteered already! We will be in contact soon, to advise you of your judging allocations.

If you have not already volunteered, please support your Section by volunteering to judge or moderate P-IE student competitions and contributed paper sessions at the Joint Annual ESA Meeting in Vancouver, BC. Please contact Mark Wright (markwrig@hawaii.edu) if you would like to volunteer – please include “ESA volunteer” in the subject line.

Your contributions as voluntary judges and moderators are very important to the success of our student competition and symposia sessions.

In case you have been looking for the videos from the 2017 P-IE Pollinator video contest to use in your teaching or extension work, please visit https://www.entsoc.org/pie/pollinator-video-contest. In total the eight videos have been viewed 1,755 times – they are making an
impact. We expect that with increased visibility in the planned ESA pollinator information website, their impact will be increasingly far-reaching.
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